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1 INTRODUCTION  
This Mine Operations Plan (MOP) provides a high-level outline of the proposed activity at the site of 

the intended mining permit for Dlulwa Trading (Pty) Ltd (the Applicant) to properly determine the most 

suitable method and approach for the establishment of the planned activities in respect of the area set 

out in this application.  

The Applicant intends to apply for a Mining Permit for an area of less than 5 hectares in and around a 

demarcated section of the Mzumbe River over ERF 9231 Golden Gate (‘the Mine’) in terms of the 

Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act, No 28 of 2002. 

The identified mineral deposit is Silica Sand (General) which will be sourced from the Mzumber river, 

over ERF 9231 Golden Gate (‘the Property’). The Property is owned by the Applicant. The location of 

the Mine is approximately 16 km west of the town of Hibberdene, and lies within the KwaZulu-Natal 

Province (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1 Locality of the proposed mine 

2 THE DEPOSIT 
The mineral to be mined is Silica sand within the Mzumbe River.  

The sand in the river is of high grade silica (that will provide good quality sand to the local building 

industry for cement and concrete work). The deposit will be composed of largely sand that comprises 

the geology of the area upstream. The underlying and upstream geology is largely comprised of 

sedimentary rock strata. 
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The deposit covers the majority of the Property and extends throughout the surrounding areas. The 

deposit has an estimated depth of 3 m providing an overall deposit size of 55 650 m3. 

The distribution of the mineral is consistent throughout the proposed mining permit area. Spatial-

temporal variations in sand distribution occur primarily due to the underlying geological structure. 

The sediment replenishment rate is deemed to be sufficient to sustain sand mining, as well as to 

rehabilitate the channel, over an extended period. Isolated illegal sand mining operations have also 

taken place within portions of the river upstream of the proposed permit area. However, the excavation 

of sand during these “illegal” sand mining activities has only resulted in the short-term modification of 

the bed of the river and the flow patterns through the river. This has been confirmed with reference to 

historical aerial imagery. As can be seen in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 below, excavated areas have 

been largely replenished with sand within a year of mining activities having ceased. 

 

Figure 2.1. Digital satellite imagery (Google Earth Pro, 2017), indicating the replenishment of sand 

within a mining area within a portion of the Mzumbe River approximately 150 m upstream of the 

permit area 

 

Figure 2.2. Digital satellite imagery (Google Earth Pro, 2017), indicating the replenishment of sand 

within a mining area within a portion of the Mzumbe River approximately 1 km upstream of the 

permit area. 
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3 MINING METHOD 
 

3.1 OPEN CAST OPERATION  
The intended mining process will be carried out through a mechanical form during the period of the 

permit validity. This method of mining is preferred as the sand deposit remains exposed and accessible 

from the flanks of the river. The proposed mine site is located in and around a section of the river 

characterised by a meandering narrow channel and is shallow in nature. Floods are not common in this 

area and as such, the risk of flood occurrence is minimal.  

The mechanical mining method involves the use of earth moving equipment in the form of a crawler 

excavator (Figure 3.1). The excavator will be positioned onto the sand bar that is exposed and will lift 

the loose sand and place it into an articulated dump truck (ADT). The ADT will traverse a fixed pathway 

along the exposed sand deposit and exit the river along an established route that adjoins the deposited 

sand to the river bank, so as to ensure maximum possible traction angle when exiting, and minimal 

disturbance to the riparian area and established natural river course boundaries. 

 

Figure 3.1. An example of an excavator being used to extract sand from a similar shallow river 

channel 

The use of mechanical diesel driven equipment on the exposed sand banks will require a strict 

equipment maintenance regime to be in place, to ensure that absolutely no contaminants associated with 

typical earthmoving equipment enter the river system. The daily and shift check procedures will 

disqualify any piece of equipment from being deployed onto the banks or river should any leakages or 

other mechanical deficiency give rise to any possibility of potential contaminants being deposited into 

the river system. 
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The ADT will directly deposit the sand onto the area demarcated for stockpiling of the mineral at the 

east end of the permit area. The sand will subsequently be loaded onto tip trucks for transport off the 

site and for sale to the local market. The sand will therefore not be processed on site. All supporting 

infrastructure will be stored off-site, while the excavator and ADT will be kept on site within a 

demarcated parking area.  

The mining procedure will remove sand to a depth of 3 m, but not fully deplete the resource. The depth 

and extent of economically valuable material exceeds the limits of this mining plan. In-stream extraction 

is suitable as the channel loses gradient or increases in width, and deposition occurs unrelated to regular 

bar-pool spacing in the channel. 

The MOP envisions a continuous “downstream” design with reclamation occurring concurrently as the 

mineral resource is extracted (Refer to mine rehabilitation plan forming part of this sand mining permit 

application), for replenishment purposes of the resource. As the operator finishes a designated portion 

of mining and moves downstream to the next portion, reclamation of the first increment of mining shall 

commence. This progression is replicated in a redundant manner throughout the site, with the result 

being that by the time mining operations are complete, reclamation is nearing completion. This is to 

ensure the health and environmental integrity of the river system is maintained at all times.  

The mining operation will have minimal to low impacts on the natural environment, provided all 

mitigation measures proposed in the Environmental Management Plan (EMP), read with the Basic 

Assessment Report (BAR) and complementary specialist studies accompanying this permit application, 

and per any and all conditions of approval imposed by the relevant authorities, are carefully 

implemented and strictly adhered too. 

3.2 BOUNDARIES  
The boundaries stipulated in this permit application will be strictly adhered to through the use of a 

proper GPS mapping system. The areas concerned will be geo-fenced and used as a reference for all 

planning processes, whether on land or within the river. 

Throughout the life of the mine, proper indicating beacons will be used to delineate the areas of interest 

and ensure no intrusion occurs into the identified and demarcated boundaries set out in this report. 

3.3 ACCESS 
During the mechanical mining operation access to and from the exposed sand bars will be through a 

strategically created ramp that will be constructed from the stockpile area in a designated incline that 

can be traversed by the ADT vehicles suitably. This will comprise a mono-vehicle width carriage to 

minimize the impact on the riparian zone and the environment as a whole. Due to the nature of the 

mining, this ramp will require continuous maintenance to ensure a proper traction surface and traverse 

exists for the mining machinery. 
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3.4 RIPARIAN PROTECTION   
A variety of mitigation measures have been identified that will serve to mitigate the scale, intensity, 

duration or significance of the impacts which have a medium significance rating. 

The proposed mitigation measures, once implemented, will reduce the significance of the majority of 

the identified impacts to "low", and allow for the proposed operation to proceed with minimal effect to 

the environment, local community and surrounding land use practice and the mining process should, 

therefore, subscribe to the following guidelines: 

• The mining volume be based on measured annual replenishment; 

• Extract sand and gravel from the downstream 2/3rds portion of the sand bar; 

• Concentrate in-stream extraction activities to minimise area of disturbance; 

• Review cumulative effects of sand and gravel extraction; 

• Maintain river channel flood discharge capacity; 

• Retain riparian buffer at edge of water and against river bank; 

4 THE MARKET 
A substantial market currently exists for building sand - locally, provincially and nationally. This 

market, based on forecasts by SAMI (South Africa’s Mineral Industry), is expected to experience 

sustained growth for the next 10 years. The sand is primarily utilised by the building and construction 

industry. 

Much of the product will be distributed to the local market due to the rapid development that is occurring 

throughout KwaZulu-Natal and other parts of the country. It is expected that the local market will 

initially account for the entire production. The likely product consumers will include:  

• Local brick and block-making plants 

• Ready-mix concrete plants 

• Local hardware outlets and building materials and supplies depots 

• Local construction firms and builders 

5 TIMEFRAMES AN SCHEDULING 
The life of the mine is calculated based on the estimated reserves and the production (extraction) rates 

(per equation contained in Table 1). 

The Reserve is estimated to be in the total range of 55 650 m3, while the production rate will be 

approximately 27 000 m3 per annum. Therefore, the life of the mine is estimated to be approximately 2 

years. 
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Life of Mine = 
𝑹𝒆𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒗𝒆

𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒔
 

 

Timeframes and scheduling of the various implementation phases of the mine are provided in 

Table 1 below.  

Table 1: Activity Schedule of the mine 

Phase Proposed Activity Timeframe 

Application Phase Basic Assessment Report (BAR) Completed 4th quarter of 

2017 Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 

Public Participation 

Final application submissions 

Key Milestone 1: Granting of Mining Permit 

Site Establishment Construction and/or upgrading of access roads Completed 1st quarter of 

2018 Preparation of Operational Area 

Preparation of Mine Works Area 

Key Milestone 2: Inception of Mining 

Implementation 

Phase 

Commencement of mining operations Completed 2nd quarter of 

2018 Sand extraction and stockpiling  

Establishment of minimum sand reserve (2 100 m3) 

Key Milestone 3: Full Production  

Full Production 

Phase 

Onset of continuous sand-mining operations  Ongoing  

6 t and 10 t trucks to load from stockpile area 

 

6 FINANCIAL PLAN  
To be read with the Financial Competence table enclosed as Annexure A hereto. 

The estimated production rates for the life of the mine is estimated at an average of 27 000 m3 

per annum (Table 2 below). This estimate is a function of the extraction rates as limited by the 

technology and methods to be employed. This may vary due to prevailing market conditions 

and unforeseen weather patterns. Nevertheless, the following production rates are estimated as: 

 

Table 2: Production rates within a timeframe 

Month/Period Production Rate (m3/per month) 

January – February 27 000 
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March – November 15 000 

December 10 000 

 

7 TECHNICAL SKILLS AND EXPERTISE, AND ASSOCIATED 

LABOUR IMPLICATIONS  
It is estimated that 5 people would be employed initially, (to be increased to a workforce of 

approximately 10 in due course), assuming the proposed scale of the mining process is 

confirmed. 

This will initially include 1 skilled, 2 semi-skilled workers and 2 unskilled employees. It should 

be noted that skilled labour includes machine and vehicle operators that will have a minimum 

of a Grade 8 education with the requisite driving license and operating certificates. 

The associated costs in respect of wages and salaries are provided in Table 3 below. The total 

(initial) estimated cost in terms of wages and salaries per annum is R 97, 200.00. 

Table 3: Mine employee details 

Job Description Number 

Employed 

Wages/Salaries 

(Rands per month) 

Total (Rand per 

month)  

Managing Directors 1 20 000.00 30 000.00 

Site Managers 1 26 000.00 26 000.00 

Excavator Operator 1 8 000.00 8 000.00 

Drivers    

Pay-loader Operator    

Office Administrator    

Site Supervisor    

General Labour 2 8 000.00 8 000.00 

Mechanic    

Site Maintenance 

Workers 

   

Sub-Total  72 000.00 72 000.00 

VAT Estimate (@35%)   21 600.00 

Total 5  93 600.00 

 

A cash flow forecast and valuation, excluding financing of the operation is set out in Table 4. 

Table 4. Cash flow forecast for the proposed mine 

Item Debit (R) Credit (R)  

Initial Funding  500 000.00  

Revenue  2 100 000.00  
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Regulatory Requirements    

• Social Labour Plan 52 500.00  52 500.00 

• EIA/EMP 42 000.00  42 000.00 

• Occupational Health and 

Safety 

52 500.00  52 500.00 

Setup    

• Machinery (Capital 

Expenditure-Assets) 

  500 000.00 

• Screening 0   

• Offices and Operational 

Area 

0   

• PPE 50 000.00   

Operating Costs    

• Wages/Salaries 1 166 400.00   

• Fuel 400 000.00   

Other    

• Loan Repayments 480 000.00   

• Tax Payments 400 000.00   

Total 2 643 400.00 2 600 000.00 103 600.00 

 

Estimated New Profit (Year 1) 103 600.00  

 

Details regarding the Applicant Resources and Financing Mechanisms are set out in 

Annexure A hereto.  

 

 

 


